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*****.Every day, there is a war being waged on America s
borders - a cat and mouse war in the high desert of West Texas
between Mexican emigrants and the people sworn to protect
these borders. This war has its casualties, none greater than
ICE (Immigration and Customs Enforcement) Top Sergeant
Mike Hardwood a 24-year veteran border patrol officer whose
questionable methodology blurs the line between legality and
corruption. His optimism has long since been chipped away by
his tour of duty in the desert, where fighting crime by the book
can get you killed, and getting the job done often requires
Hardwood and his colleagues to break the laws they are
empowered to enforce. A gritty, realistic drama set in the
malevolent world of human trafficking, GREENHORN shadows
Sergeant Hardwood as he tests the resolve of idealistic rookie
Pam Horn who has to prove herself to her fiercely charismatic
superior. Over the next 24 hours, Pam will be pulled deeper and
deeper into the ethical mire of Hardwood s logic as both...
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It is great and fantastic. Sure, it is actually perform, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. Once you
begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ivy Hilll DDS-- Ivy Hilll DDS

These kinds of ebook is almost everything and got me to seeking ahead of time plus more. It really is filled with wisdom
and knowledge I discovered this book from my i and dad advised this publication to learn.
-- Sonny B er g str om-- Sonny B er g str om
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